Recent development of 3D focal plane arrays

Background

Recent developments in staring arrays for three-dimensional imaging laser radars have attempted to overcome many of the limitations of "flying-spot" scanned laser radars and previous staring or "flash" illumination laser radars based upon commercial components. Consequently, it is useful to review these previous approaches. Each approach has its own engineering advantages and disadvantages.

One of the earliest attempts to implement 3D imaging, staring array laser radar employed a gain modulated CCD array and a sinusoidal, amplitude modulated (AM) transmitter. The gain of the CCD was modulated by placing it behind a microchannel plate, whose bias voltage was modulated at the AM transmitter frequency [1] The intensity incident on the CCD will be highest when the distance to the target is such that the received signal is in phase with the receiver. Likewise it will be the lowest when the range is such that the receiver signal is out of phase with the receiver modulation. The intensity falling on the CCD is now a measure of the range to the target and the target reflectivity. A second measurement with the receiver gain constant in order to eliminate target reflectivity effects. This technique is currently employed to conduct on-orbit inspection of the thermal protection tiles on the exterior of the Space Shuttle [2] after each launch (Fig. 1).

This architecture has several advantages. It permits large image frame size using only low cost, commercial components and without scanning. Detector size and pitch are relatively small (~10 \(\mu\)m) which enables good spatial resolution with modest focal length optics. Unfortunately, the dynamic range is limited and saturation corrupts the measurement. Furthermore, this technique is unable to resolve the range of multiple objects within the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the detector and the range measurement is ambiguous in the gain-modulated wavelength. High range precision requires high frequency modulation. Unfortunately, high frequency modulation also results in short ambiguity ranges. Multiple measurements at multiple, non-harmonic modulation frequencies are needed in order to resolve the AM range ambiguity. The need for multiple measurements in order to normalize reflectivity effects and to resolve range ambiguities
reduces the effective frame rate to a fraction of the native CCD frame rate. Target motion, sensor motion or line-of-sight jitter during these multiple measurement can corrupt the final 3D image in unpredictable ways.

Another early approach used a pulsed transmitter and a streak tube receiver to determine the time of arrival. This approach did not suffer from the range ambiguity of the gain-modulated receiver. A fiber bundle was used to couple the received image to the streak tube and to re-format the two-dimensional array into a line array. The line array was oriented with its axis perpendicular to the streak tube deflection axis. The position of the image of the target along the deflection axis is now a measure of the range.

The complexity of the fiber bundle limits the practical frame size. The largest known example of this technique is only 32 x 32 [3]. As a result, a variant was demonstrated which utilized multiple slit images on a single streak tube. In either technique, the width of the streak tube physically limits the span of ranges (i.e., the image range depth) that may be measured simultaneously. Reducing the sweep rate may increase this span, but this also produces a proportionate reduction in the range resolution and precision.

Another tube based 3D imaging, staring laser radar receiver architecture used a photomultiplier (PMT) tube with a pixilated anode. This enabled single photon sensitivity and nearly linear response over a very wide dynamic range. The effective frame size was small, typically no larger than 10 x 10, and the detector pitch was quite large (~3 mm) [4] which required long focal length optics in order to achieve usable spatial resolution. In addition, discrete electronics were required for each anode element. This significantly increased the parts count, size, weight, and power consumption, but the sensor was still sufficiently small to be mounted and tested from a small Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) The entire system had a mass of less than 34 kilogram and collected 2.2 million measurements per second from an altitude of 1 kilometer. The use of discrete timing electronic also enabled higher precision timing measurements and, consequently, higher ranges precision [5]. Range precision was approximately 5 centimeters.

1. Staring Detector Arrays

One of the first detector arrays for developed specifically for laser radar employed a sinusoidal, AM transmitter where the AM frequency was chirp modulated [6]. The gain of the receiver was also modulated with this same FM/AM waveform. The received FM/AM signal is then further modulated by the FM/AM gain of the receiver and form a heterodyne signal. The frequency of the heterodyne signal is now proportionate to the range and the FM rate of the AM. This system demonstrated for the first time range resolved measurements using an AM optical waveform. Although effective, the system was not efficient. Sensitivity and, therefore, range was limited. Arrays of 32 by 32 detectors have been demonstrated. Field tests were limited to stationary, tripod-mounted tests.

One of the first attempts to implement more conventional radar processing in a staring laser radar used an array of avalanche photodiodes that were bump bonded to a matching array of Read Out Integrated Circuit (ROIC) timing electronics positioned directly behind the detectors [7]. The transmitter flood illuminated the field of view with a laser pulse. Since these detectors operated in a proportional mode and the timing electronics employed a form of centroid detection, the timing precision was not limited to the pulse length alone. Unfortunately, the size of the ROIC timing electronics forced the detector pitch to be quite large (~150 µm). Long local length optics was then required in order to achieve useful spatial resolution and lenslet arrays, place directly in front of the detectors are used to improve the effective fill factor of the array. In addition, the centroid detection electronics had a limited dynamic range and was sensitive to pulse broadening produced by distributed scatterers. Arrays as large as 128 by 128 are commercially available. Frame rate is limited to a few hundred frames per second (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Operational concept for 3D staring array ladar landing sensor

Fig. 3. 32 x 32 Geiger Mode APD Array developed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory is bump bonded to matching set or 2 GHz timing counters

The latest generation of 3D detector arrays is a radical departure from previous approaches. These arrays employ APD arrays that are bump bonded to a purely digital, ROIC timing electronics [8]. However, unlike previous approaches, the detectors are biased above their breakdown voltage and operate in the Geiger mode. The detectors will continue to hold off the bias voltage for a short period of time (typically for a few microseconds). During this period of time, the absorption of a single photon can generate charge carriers and trigger the diode to breakdown. This transient then latches the value of the counter in the digital timing circuit. This results in single photon sensitivity but, since the response saturates with a single photon, an individual detection event cannot be distinguished from background or thermal noise. However, since signal photons from separate measurements are temporally and spatially correlated and spurious noise is not, the received signals may be distinguished from noise by multiple interrogations [9].

Like previous staring array detector arrays, the detector pitch is limited by the size of the ROIC and not the size of the detector (Fig. 3). Experimental arrays up to 64 by 256 detectors have been produced with a pixel pitch as small as 50 µm. However, all commercially available arrays have 32 by 32 elements on a 100 µm pitch. Lenslet arrays are used to improve the fill factor. Dark count rate and quantum efficiency are both dependent upon over bias voltage. Our tests have shown that when the over bias voltage is set so that the dark count rate is approximately 2,000 counts per detector per second, that the input referenced quantum efficiency is generally 30% to 35%. Frame rates are limited by the ROIC. The maximum rate depends upon the manufacturer but range from about 20 KHz to over 200 kHz.

2. Conclusions

The current generation of staring array detector arrays has enabled laser radars with greater sensitivity and wider area coverage [10]. They are a significant advance over previous technologies, but still have several, serious limitations. The detector pitch is large, the quantum efficiency is lower than is desired and the format is still small. In addition, the response of these Geiger mode arrays saturates with a single photon. There is still a need for
larger arrays of detector on a smaller pitch with wider dynamic range.
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